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1 GENERAL

The extinguishing control panel (ECP) gives detection of fire and initiates release of
an extinguishing agent. The panel can cover  two detection zones and one
extinguishing area (2+1), four detection zones and one extinguishing area (4+1) or
four detection zones and two extinguishing areas (4+2).  The panel is mains
powered and also has space for two standby batteries (not supplied).  The front
panel display has status windows, user controls and extinguishing area windows.
The extinguishing area windows include zone windows and extinguishing controls.

2 PANEL DISPLAY

The extinguishing area windows have a fault light (yellow) and an alarm light (red)
next to each zone window, a status window with a single light next to each window,
an AUTO/MANUAL selector with a yellow light and a green light to indicate the
selection made and a MANUAL RELEASE button .  The panel status windows have
a single light next to each window.  All lights are coloured yellow except the
POWER ON light (green) and the ALARM light (red).  The lower row contains the
control buttons for programming, test and maintenance and a numeric button key
pad with a cancel (    ) and enter (    ) button.
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3 OPERATION

The system has two modes of operation, Manual and Auto/Manual. In Manual
operation the extinguishant can only be released by pressing the MANUAL
RELEASE button.  In Auto/Manual operation the extinguishant is released
automatically after both zones in the detection area have been activated, or the
manual release is operated and ..... seconds have elapsed (time to be completed
by installer/commissioning engineer).  Under normal operating conditions, the green
POWER ON light and either the AUTO/MANUAL or MANUAL ONLY light is on. All
other indications are off.

To prevent accidental discharges, co-incidence detection is used, which requires
two independant detection zones to be activated.  Stage 1 is when one zone
detector has been activated and is indicated by the relevant zone alarm light
flashing and the 1st stage alarm sounder activated (this is usually a bell).  Stage 2 is
when both zone detectors have been activated and is indicated by the relevant zone
alarm light flashing and the 2nd stage alarm sounder activated (this is usually an
electronic sounder).

The release of the extinguishant is automatically delayed by the extinguishant
release timer.  The release of the extinguishant can be further delayed by operating
a Hold button (if fitted) located within the protected area.  Release of the
extinguishant can also be aborted by operating an Abort button (if fitted) located
within the protected area.  Following the operation of the abort button the
extinguishant can only be released by resetting the abort button, resetting the
system and allowing the co-incidence detection to occur or operating the manual
release.  Operation of either the hold or abort buttons will be confirmed on the panel
by the relevant light (yellow) coming on.

When a fire condition is detected:
the relevant red zone alarm light flashes
the red ALARM light flashes
the 1st stage alarm sounder circuits are activated and sound intermittently
the common sounder circuit operates
an audible buzzer on the panel sounds
if the panel is set to AUTO/MANUAL the extinguishant is released
automatically after a predetermined time delay
when both zones that cover the protection area are activated, the 2nd stage
alarm sounder circuits are activated and sound intermittently
the 2nd stage alarm sounder circuits on the panel change to a constant sound
and the red discharge light comes on after the extinguishant has been released.
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If a fault occurs in one or more zones:
the relevant yellow zone fault light flashes
the yellow COMMON FAULT light flashes
an audible buzzer on the panel sounds intermittently.

If a status fault occurs:
the relevant yellow status fault light flashes
the yellow COMMON FAULT light flashes
an audible buzzer on the panel sounds intermittently.

4 ACCESS TO CONTROLS

There are two levels of user system control.

Level 1 is the normal operating condition, where the green POWER ON light is on
and either the AUTO/MANUAL or MANUAL ONLY light is on.  All other lights are
off.  The SILENCE BUZZER, AUTO/MANUAL KEY SWITCH,  MANUAL RELEASE,
cancel (    ), enter (    ) buttons and numeric button key pad are operative.  All other
panel controls are inoperative.
Level 2 allows the user access to all the control buttons except PROGRAM.  A
pass code is required to enter Level 2.

To enter Level 2:
enter the pass code 7179 (factory set default) or the pass code set by the
Installer            on the numeric buttons and press

5 WHEN AN ALARM CONDITION OCCURS

If a fire indication shows (refer to OPERATION) in one or more zones and after the
appropriate fire drill has been completed, to switch off the buzzer:

press the SILENCE BUZZER button (the audible buzzer stops, the zone light
and the ALARM light continue flashing. The audible alarm circuits continue to
sound).

When the fire condition has been rectified, to reset the system:
enter Level 2 (the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on).
press the SILENCE ALARMS button (the common sounder circuits will stop).
The  red zone alarm light and the ALARM light stay on. (If another zone alarm
condition ocurrs, the new red zone alarm light and the ALARM light flashes, the
buzzer and audible alarms sound and the original red zone alarm light stays on)
Note: It is not possible to reset the panel until the SILENCE ALARMS button
has been pressed.

the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on.

Press      to cancel any entry.  If there is no operation of the panel control buttons
for more than three minutes, the access control automatically reverts to Level 1.
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if extinguishant has been released, contact your authorised Service Company to
replenish the extinguishant
when all zone fire conditions have been rectified, press the RESET button.
press      (the panel reverts to Level 1)
test the panel lights and buzzer (refer to Section 9).

If the fire condition still exists, the panel will revert to the alarm condition. To reset
the panel it may be necessary to clear smoke or heat from the detectors.

6 WHEN A FAULT CONDITION OCCURS

If a fault indication shows in one or more zones (refer to OPERATION):
enter Level 2 (the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on)
press the SILENCE BUZZER button (the audible buzzer stops, the yellow zone
light and the COMMON FAULT light continue flashing).  The buzzer will
automatically sound if any more fault or alarm conditions occur
Contact your authorised Service Company to rectify the fault
when the fault has been rectified, the fault indications will automatically clear
test the panel lights and buzzer (refer to Section 9).

If a status fault indication shows (refer to OPERATION):
enter Level 2 (the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on)
press the SILENCE BUZZER button (the audible buzzer stops, the relevant
yellow status light and the COMMON FAULT light continue flashing).  The
buzzer will automatically sound if any more fault or alarm conditions occur
Contact your authorised Service Company to rectify the fault
when the fault has been rectified, the fault indications will automatically clear
test the panel lights and buzzer (refer to Section 9).

 7 TO ISOLATE A ZONE

To isolate a zone from the protection system:
enter Level 2 (the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on)
press the ISOLATE button and enter the relevant zone number(s) on the
numerical buttons (the relevant yellow zone light comes on and the
DISABLEMENT light comes on).  Repeat for the isolation of additional zones
to re-instate a zone into the protection system, enter level 2, press the
ISOLATE button and enter the relevant  zone number(s) on the numerical
buttons (the relevant yellow zone light comes on and the DISABLEMENT light
goes out).  Note: allow at least 10 seconds to elapse before re-instating a zone
after isolation.
press      (the panel reverts to Level 1).
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10 MAINTENANCE

This guide only covers maintenance of the Fire Control Panel.  For  maintenance of
external equipment (detectors, signalling equipment, etc), refer to the appropriate
Manufacturer’s literature.

10.1 Record all performance checks and maintenance operations in the
Maintenance Record.

10.2 Remove dirt and dust from the panel exterior with a soft brush or a lint cloth.
Stubborn stains can be removed with a lint cloth moistened with white spirit.
Make sure all panel indications are legible.

10.3 Examine the exterior of the panel and enclosure for damage or loose cable
glands and rectify any faults.

10.4 On a regular basis or as directed by your Service Company, carry out a
Panel Lights and Buzzer Test. Notify any defects to your Service Company.

10.5 The standby batteries are maintenance free but should be replaced every four
years (Refer to your Service Company for battery replacement).

8 TO ACTIVATE COMMON SOUNDERS FOR EVACUATION

To activate the common sounders, NOT the extinguishing release sounders:
enter Level 2 (the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on)
press the EVACUATE button (the buzzer sounds, all common sounder circuits
sound and the ALARM light flashes)
to stop the alarms sounding, enter Level 2, press the SILENCE ALARMS
button (the buzzer stops, all common sounder circuits stop and the ALARM
light stays on)
to reset the system, press the RESET button, press      (the panel reverts to
Level 1).

9 TO TEST THE PANEL LIGHTS AND BUZZER

To test the panel lights and audible buzzer:
enter Level 2 (the yellow PANEL ENABLED light comes on)
press the TEST button
make sure that all panel lights come on for five seconds and then go off and
the audible buzzer sounds for five seconds and then stops.  Contact your
authorised Service Company for replacement of faulty parts
press the RESET button (the panel reverts to Level 1).
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MAINTENANCE RECORD

Date Maintenance Operation Carried out by:
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